
 

 

 

About the Company: 

eSoftware Associates is a professional business-to-business (B2B) software consulting firm 

headquartered in New York City.  

ESA primarily services Fortune 500s and medium-sized businesses who are seeking software solutions to 

streamline their operations and sales processes. Their clients include HP, Disney, Progressive and 

Adobe, among many others.  

By using custom Microsoft Excel, MS Office, and MS Sharepoint solutions and apps developed by ESA, its 

clients are able to gain productivity efficiencies that were not possible before. This saves money and 

makes their clients’ businesses more profitable.  

Background: 

When 2014 arrived, eSoftware Associates (ESA) had just come off a three year growth streak. Lead by its 

VP of Operations, John Kommer, the company had doubled and tripled its revenue each year since the 

firm was founded. 

However, coming off the temporary government shut-down and spending freeze where several of ESA’s 

clients had to also freeze their budgets as well as a change in Google’s algorithm, growth prospects 

looked diminished with lead generation becoming more difficult. 

The outlook for the year ahead was now uncertain. The company was investing a sizeable portion of its 

budget to regain a high rank in Google search; in the meantime the company was forced to use Google 

Adwords to maintain visibility and drive leads.  

The current growth rate has slowed drastically. “We’d be lucky to hit the same numbers we did last 

year,” John thought.  

Something had to change…  

 

 



Problem: 

Using Google Adwords was reliable but only if ESA continued to outbid its competitors. Plus, the price 

was guaranteed to go up over time. 

Furthermore, not only was ESA forced to spend more per lead, but with traffic lower, overall lead 

volume was also lower.  

In an effort to kick-start growth, ESA became open to alternative marketing options. 

But where to start? What would fix the problem of falling traffic and low lead conversions? 

 There were companies they could outsource cold calling to. There was cold email as well, which 

was essentially the same thing but on a larger scale. Response rates were low for this. 

 Direct mail was an option, but expensive and unproven. 

 The company had tried hiring sales people in the past. But offering a salary and allowing them 

months to ramp-up wasn’t feasible. 

 SEO was worthwhile and worked well the first few years the company was in business. But 

getting their Google rankings back to where they were would take months, maybe years. 

It was around this time that ESA contacted Petovera. 

In the consultation and strategy session, it was highlighted that inbound traffic would always convert 

better than “cold” or outbound traffic generated from cold-calling, cold emailing, etc. 

Second, Petovera helped John and the ESA team identify that a key bottleneck was the visitor to lead 

conversion rate on ESA’s websites. If this could be improved, the cost-per-lead would drop, saving the 

company money, but more importantly increasing the flow of leads. 

After completing a walk-through of ESA’s current website funnel, Petovera identified several key areas 

for improvement that would drive more lead conversions: 

 Landing page headlines did not speak to the problem ESA’s target clients were seeking to solve. 

 By stating the problem and describing it, this would help potential clients to relate, and “see 

themselves on the page.” 

 More social proof and testimonials lacking; adding and better incorporating into design could 

help build trust and boost conversion rates. 

 No headline clearly stating what ESA could offer its clients as a solution. 

 No visuals to complement sales copy. 

 Benefits of working with ESA were not listed. 

 Pages lacked clear and well-integrated call-to-action buttons. 

In addition, a key low-hanging marketing opportunity to drive more warm, inbound traffic was 

indentified: 



Focus more on attracting repeat clients since it is often easier to sell to people who you already have a 

relationship with. 

Objective: 

ESA’s objective was to 

(1) Increase overall visibility 

(2) While lowering the cost of acquiring a new client 

(3) Driving more sales volume overall 

Solution: 

The proposed solution to achieving a higher conversion rate and driving more high-quality inbound 

traffic: 

 Rewrite and redesign key services landing pages that received the most traffic right now. 

 Write a monthly newsletter to stay top of mind with existing clients, as well as help convert new 

email subscribers into client leads. 

Results: 

 

 

Petovera collaborating with John and the ESA team to rewrite, redesign, then code and launch each new 

key landing page as well as consistently publish an email newsletter. 



 

In doing so, Petovera created a custom email newsletter strategy which included the exact process to be 

followed along with target market research prior to executing on the monthly newsletter. This strategy 

and research served as the blueprint for the creation of the newsletter. 

Here’s what the newsletter looked like (when previewed in Mailchimp). Note how it is optimized for 

both desktop and mobile screen reading. 

 

 

http://petovera.com/email-newsletter-writing-service/


 



Consistently, Petovera has helped ESA achieve an open rate on its email newsletters more than 50% 

above the industry average, as shown below. 

 

 

Here was the end result in John’s words: 

 “The site looks awesome, we just launched your new pages. The leads we're 

getting are easier to close because they're more qualified. We needed a resource 

we could use to develop detailed and sophisticated pages on our web site to 

increase our lead conversions.  Petovera has delivered multiple engagements with 

consistent quality and care.” 

 

Shortly after, here’s what John had to say once Petovera began sending his email newsletter: 

“Love the newsletter mechanism. It’s like following up every month with every client you’ve 

ever had. We’re getting a ton more repeat business now. Immediately after turning on our first 

campaign we received 2 pre-qualified leads and at least 4 other non-qualified leads. We do a lot 

of work with Fortune 500 companies so even a handful to start is significant.” 

Finally, here’s how one of the key landings pages on the ESA (ExcelHelp) website looked before and after 

working Petovera rewrote and redesigned it. Note the key differences that worked to convert prospects 

into leads and clients, like multiple call-to-action buttons, a sleek design, clear copywriting (text) that 

focuses on the end-client and the benefits to his or her business, work examples and social proof, like 

well-known press and media outlets the company was featured in. 

 

 

 



Before: 
 

 
 

After (click image to enlarge): 
 

 
 

https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/petovera-work-samples/case+studies/excelhelp-training+page+AFTER.png
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